JESUITISM - world history reveals that the
Society Of Jesus is a menace to the life and
well-being of a nation and peace-loving
citizens. This issue is one of the most least
understood by millions of people around the
world, that even the most brilliant lawyers,
justices, lawmakers, government officials
and high-ranking military officials of our
present day period hates to discuss or tackle
it somehow. There are some occasions they
hate to discuss it and only showing their
irritation. One of the primary reasons is that,
majority of high-level officials in the
government, military and even professionals
in the private sectors are educated and
trained by the Jesuits at their universities
and colleges. This is an undeniable fact,
even presidents, prime ministers and ruling
monarchs are educated by the Jesuits. This
is one of the reasons why there are blatant
Jesuit Temporal Coadjutors.
Reading and studying world historical events
revealed that the Society Of Jesus is the
enemy of Liberty, Democracy, Freewill and
Freedom Of Religion. The Jesuits desire is
worldwide domination. Every time the
Jesuits sees a republic base on democratic
principles and liberty of the people, they will
destroy it with all their might. Even some
monarchs of Europe who tolerated liberty
and freewill of their people (freedom of
religion) and equality were destroyed by the
Jesuits and again world historical events
was the faithful witness. Among many
countries in Europe, France suffered too
much. From the Jesuits persecution of the
Liberal Catholics “Jansenists” where Blaise
Pascal was one, St. Bartholomew Day
Massacre, French Revolution, Napoleonic
War, Dreyfus Affair and finally the
banishment of French monarchs. Before,
there were ruling monarchs of France,
Russia, Prussia and other countries, now
they no longer exist. Because, the Society
Of Jesus destroyed them all, again it was
proven by world history.
From revolution, civil wars, large-scale wars
and up to the assassinations of ruling
monarchs, government officials, liberals who
favored democratic principles were
assassinated by the Jesuit assassins.

This is a very rare and old published material year 1848 and classified as “Suppressed Anti- Jesuit Documents”, one of the hated
printed materials by the SOCIETY OF JESUS where it blows their cover. By the mercy of GOD, this material was preserved and intact.
Try it for yourself, go to any famous bookstores, you will not find it nor you can buy it and even the sales persons may not even know
it.
In this printed material, Abbate M. Leone personally met Jesuit Father General John Roothaan (1829 ~ 1853), here the existence of The Secret Instructions
Of The Jesuits “Secreta Monita” really exist and in-fact being kept by the Jesuits at their book shelves. Here the Jesuits are keeping REGISTERS, lists of people
and officials indicating their identities and background, their educations, achievements, properties, wealth, vices, secrets and other pertinent information being
their vulnerabilities whoever will become the enemy of the Society Of Jesus. Abbate Leone also revealed that the Jesuits maintain records of their enemies. This
is a clear indication of Jesuits ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS. It can be compared to government / military intelligence units like the present day CIA, SIS, the
former KGB and others. This fact is true that even the NAZI Gestapo / NAZI SS was patterned from the organization of the Society Of Jesus and many
militaristic minds have envied the organization of the Jesuits. The Jesuits are military order / political minds of the Holy See. Also in this printed material, it was
clearly indicated that the Society Of Jesus hated Pope Clement XIV for suppressing the Jesuit Order. When Pope Clement XIV suppressed the Jesuits,
they went underground and declared war against the Vatican. The Jesuits retaliated by creating revolutions and civil wars, the Jesuits revenge like the Count Of

Monte Cristo is no other than the Jesuit Father General. You will now see a very rare picture (painting) of the Jesuit Father General John Roothaan and
also the Jesuits enemy Pope Clement XIV.

Father General Roothaan

Pope Clement XIV

BLACK POPE VS. WHITE POPE
The Jesuits will destroy their enemies whoever it may be, even a Pope.
Pope Clement XIV was poisoned by the Jesuits called AQUETTA. Pope Clement XIV said “This Suppression Will Be My Death Warrant”. Then,
Pope Pius VII restored the Society Of Jesus in year 1814. Everything were restored back to the Jesuits including their properties and privileges above
other religious order of the Roman Catholic Church. Please, be informed that the JESUIT ORDER IS NOT UNDER ANY DIOCESE. The Jesuits are
independent. In-fact, the Jesuits are eyeing other religious order and sometimes they even spying and infiltrating other orders to make it sure they
behave that the Society Of Jesus wants them to do. Ever since, the Society Of Jesus controls the Holy See.

YEAR 1848 - - The Jesuits Will Create Communism The Whole World Will Realize
We will now get the attention of Communist Leaders / Communist Fanatics / Communist Militant Groups & Organizations that will surely disturb them so much.
Whether they will believe or not, this is what world history will tell them all.

KARL MARX - The traditional father of communist ideology was trained by
the Jesuit Order inside the British Museum in 1848. The Jesuits tutored Karl
Marx about the Tenets Of Communism for nearly 30-years.
Then, the Russian Communist Revolution will soon spark. Vladimir Lenin was also trained by the Jesuits in Geneva,
Switzerland. Leon Trotsky was given a safeway passage from New York into Russia to help the Communist Revolution in
Russia. Leon Trotsky was financed by the Federal Reserve Bank created by the Jesuits. Joseph Stalin was trained by the
Jesuits inside the Orthoox Seminary in Tiflis, Georgia in Russia. Together with Stalin was no other than Cardinal Agagianian.
Sometimes the facts or reality are painful and so hard to accept, but that was historical events that can no longer be changed.

After the successful Russian Communist Revolution, the communist leaders whom the Jesuits put into power will become Atheist and the most
damaging blow against the Jesuits / Holy See is that the communist government of Russia forbidden Catholicism to operate and other religions at all.
The Jesuits will soon retaliate – the Jesuit Father General Count Halke von Ledochowski will create Fascism. The emergence of Fascist Italy under
Benito Mussolini and NAZI Germany under Adolph Hitler will rise. Terror will begin, the start of World War II after World War I (The SECOND 30-YEARS
WAR) planned and carried-out by the Society Of Jesus controlling the Holy See.
World history will guide us that Communism, Socialism, Fascism and other form of
Dictatorial Regime, Liberation Theology are mere creation of the Society Of Jesus.
Political Crisis, Revolution, Civil Wars, Large-Scale Wars are also creation of the Society
Of Jesus if world history will be the basis.
Also, soon we will provide our readers that COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS and
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL are mere creation of the Society Of Jesus.
Human Rights and Liberation Theology are being taught in Jesuits owned university and
colleges. Ateneo University teaches Liberation Theology under Curriculum 141
Immersion Program, yes all are JESUITISM . . . . . . . . ! Creator of Crisis and Troubles.

